Congestion Management Agenda
January 2007
Monterey, CA

Wednesday
09:00    Agenda Update and Approval ..................... Pat Thaler
09:20    Review of CN Objectives and schedule .......... Pat Thaler
09:40    Simulation Ad Hoc Report ...................... Manoj Wadekar
10:00    FECN Proposal and simulation ..................... Raj Jain
         Lunch Break
12:30    Zurich Hotspot Benchmark: BCN Sensitivity Analysis II
         Mitch Gusat
13:30    Improving transient response time .............. Bruce Kwan
14:10    BCN in a larger topology ......................... Davide Bergamasco
14:45    Break
15:00    Comparison of BCN and BECN/FECN ................ Davide Bergamasco
16:00    CM Discovery Protocol Needs ................... Manoj Wadekar

Thursday
9:00     Requirements Discussion of Link-Level Flow Control for
         Next Generation Ethernet ......................... Mitch Gusat
10:00    Discussion of objectives ............................... All
12:00    Lunch Break
13:30    Rate Notification ................................. Mick Seaman
14:00    An Overview and Proposal ........................ Balaji Prabhakar
15:00    Discussion of proposals .............................. All